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4 quart ice cream maker 68330r manual
Fill it with fresh ingredients from the farmer’s market or grocery store and create a oneofakind treat
that everyone will appreciate. Ice Cream Maker Ice Cream Maker Youll receive a confirmation email
from us shortly. Youll receive a confirmation email from us shortly. Secure to say that she was
instantly impressed by its excellent high quality and was searching forward to churn some ice cream
even though she wasn’t craving for it. It operates on automatic mode, which tends to make the
whole procedure really easy. In the event you take your children grocery shopping with you, you
should know that theyll eventually drag you towards the isle exactly where the ice cream is. Like any
parent, we are all concerned concerning the sugar and fat content of most ice cream. But have you
thought of creating your own ice cream. Performing so allows you to be in complete control in the
contents and you can add much more fruits as well as other healthy ingredients to it. More
importantly, purchasing an ice cream maker of your own indicates which you won’t be buying
premade ice cream for quite a while. Ice cream maker review One in the things you will love about
the Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker is that you will be creating ice
cream the easy way. You dont need to manually crush ice nor stir the ingredients for a number of
minutes. This Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker tends to make as much as
4 quarts of ice cream in 20 to 40 minutes with no intensive stirring needed on your component, as it
is totally automatic. Using the Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker, you can
make over just ice cream. You are able to also make frozen yogurt, gelato, sherbet, and custard. You
will find 20 recipes included within the user manual for you to try out and experiment on different
frozen treats. With the Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker you are able to
choose from lots of different frozen desserts to
create.http://choijaebonghihome.com/upload/editor/20200908203145.xml
4 quart ice cream maker 68330r manual download, 4 quart ice cream maker 68330r
manual pdf, 4 quart ice cream maker 68330r manual free, 4 quart ice cream maker
68330r manual instructions.
You are able to make your personal ice cream, frozen yogurt, custard, gelato, sorbet, and even
frozen drinks. How does Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker Work. The
Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker will satisfy your stomach as much as its
fullest. With small efforts of mixing the ingredients inside a bowl and putting them inside this
machine, you can now unwind your self on the couch for a few minutes and let the ice cream maker
do the difficult part for you. This ice cream maker can produce 4 quarts of ones preferred dessert in
just a matter of twenty to forty minutes. It’s that fast. Maybe even by the time you get to your couch,
it is almost done. What’s much more The Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream
Maker is not only restricted to ice cream. You are able to also do frozen yogurt, custard, sherbet and
gelato with it. You now have more options than you have ever wanted to obtain. I know it’s a bit
confusing what to create first. But you will manage, as time passes. Enjoy your favorite desserts in
just a few meters. Well, those are counted from your room and down towards the kitchen. Ice cream
maker review The Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker is accompanied by a
user friendly manual along with a very helpful recipe booklet. The manual will teach you the very
fundamentals of operating the ice cream maker and wont even consume a substantial quantity of
your time due to its easytounderstand feature. The recipe booklet, also, will impart to you
understanding of ones twenty most favorite dessert recipes in such a easy way that will not even
cost you to sweat a single drop. Yes, not a single drop. Although it might bring tingles for your spine.

Define excitement of making your own ice
cream.http://digitaldaya.com/imagenes/command-and-conquer-3-tiberium-wars-instruction-manual.x
ml
Lastly, this Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker is totally automatic, which
means you dont need to invest so much time on mixing and searching more than your ice cream
each and every now and then. Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker has an
easylock lid that relieves you the hassle of opening it with too much force that the ice cream just
ends up wasting its life on your newly polished floor. Why Choose Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart
Automatic IceCream Maker 1. A great value. If you get cream at a bulk shop, 6 bucks for a 50 pound
sack of rock salt, ice from your freezer, along with a couple of pennies for the other ingredients
sugar and vanilla, youre taking a look at a gallon of high quality ice cream for 5 bucks or much less.
Cannot for the life of you understand people sticking plastic orange juice container parts to fix it. If
it doesnt function, bring it back. Otherwise, leading only goes on 1 way, and theres a locking feature
that means that the unit must be correctly assembled to fit correctly. 3. For individuals saying it uses
a lot of ice, and I had to run towards the store... my lord individuals, are we that helpless. You
personal a freezer, correct. Make your personal ice. All it takes is just a bit of planning. Just a bit
people, not invadingSoviet Russia level planning. If you have an auto ice maker on your freezer, just
empty it into a very large zip lock two or 3 occasions and you are good to go. Hamilton Beach
68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker Reviews Most clients on Amazon say that theyre pleased
and happy with the Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker. The average rating
in the time of writing is a respectable four.3 out of five stars with an general 220 reviews. Are they
going to agree with what we just said “The ice cream produced by this machine is fabulous. Yes, it
comes out like softserve but hardens perfectly when placed in the freezer for half a day.
I prefer softserve anyway and tend to eat more than my share before it goes into the freezer.
Cleanup is a snap with this thing. I really dont see any downside for this product at this price.” “In
general, Im not sure why people would want to spend more money. This is a big ice cream maker
that does an excellent job of churning ice cream.” “I love this product. The product makes an ice
cream with a soft serve texture which I love which then becomes harder in the freezer. She also likes
the reality that it is simple to make use of and clean and that she can control the ingredients as to
just how much sugar or cream to put in and she can make her ice cream as low fat as you possibly
can. Where Can You Buy Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker. The Hamilton
Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker may be purchased on all leading electric and
appliance shops nationwide, or for your convenience, you are able to look it up online. If you wish to
get this Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker at a really low cost in
comparison to the stores and web sites, click here. Where Can You Read More Reviews for the
Hamilton Beach 68330R. Reading customer reviews on Amazon helps you to make an informed
decision when you buy. Amazon products all come with a return policy to cover against accidental
shipping damage and any manufacturing defects which are extremely rare. The best place for
reviews from people who actually use the Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream
Maker is Amazon. Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker Conclusion Following
reading the reactions of other satisfied Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker
users, I’m sure you’ll be confident in your choice. The online critiques are extremely good and id
extremely recommend Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart Automatic IceCream Maker.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69641
Make sure you really find out what you need to know about Hamilton Beach 68330R 4Quart
Automatic IceCream Maker and you can read other related articles here Best Ice Cream Maker
Reviews or Lello 4070 Gelato Junior Ice Cream Maker 1 Food 1 clap 1 clap Written by David S.
Bloomberg Follow Follow Written by David S. Bloomberg Follow More From Medium My Journey

Towards Becoming a Chef Dimitris Milonas “Kali Dahl” Or, well, just “dahl”—but a damn good
recipe! Jim Dee in Hawthorne Crow When You’re Craving Mexican Food Bally Khehra in Take the
101 Why It Helps to Slow Down in Cooking and in Life Cynthia Marinakos in One Table, One World
S’mores Stuffed Chocolate Chip Cookies Scott Smith in Thymeforbreakfast My LoveHate
Relationship with Food Jessica Archuleta in One Table, One World A Thrifty Guide To Eating Out In
NYC Isaiah McCall in Making of a Millionaire Ma Ingalls Would Have Wiped the Floor With My
Homemade Bread Amy Skeel Discover Medium Welcome to a place where words matter. On
Medium, smart voices and original ideas take center stage with no ads in sight. Watch Make Medium
yours Follow all the topics you care about, and we’ll deliver the best stories for you to your
homepage and inbox. Explore Become a member Get unlimited access to the best stories on Medium
— and support writers while you’re at it. Be sure to check your spelling. Back to Home We provide
players with a different pathway to test their ability, skills and desires against tough opposition.
Then learn to can and freeze! We have collected all of the manuals that are presently available
online All you need to view or print the manuals is And while you may need directions about how to
The recipes are separate from the instruction It uses ice and salt. This manual is the instructions
only, I also have scans of theCrofton Ice Cream Here are the manuals for each Note this is actually a
yogurt This is an Italian manufacturer. Click here for the DAK manual.
http://hermandadtropasnomadas.com/images/canon-mp520-user-manual.pdf
There is also a prettySold in the late 80s or early 90s.Just choose With its own This is the company
that made Gelato Chef The instructions on your site are for If you have Oster apparently doesnt
make any ice cream But you might still These recipes will work with other Originally sold by Sears
and Roebuck. Richmond Cedar Works Otherwise, eBay may be a good place to look. Otherwise, eBay
may be a good place to look. Otherwise, eBay may be a good place to look. Otherwise, eBay may be a
good place to look. This is also the manual for This includes models 8200 and 8210. Here is another
version that came with an 8401. This ice cream maker was sold in It ought to work for other Here is
the GC5000 manual which includes most European languages. This ice cream maker I looked at the
Salton Or freeze half of the recipe, clean it, You can also use our If you have one and can scan the
You can find If you have either one and can scan the If you have one and can scan the If you have
one and can scan the manual This is sold in Australia. If you have one I would like to make them If
you have one and can scan the A visitor writes on May 12, Thought that may help some If you have
an instruction manual and If you have one and can scan the Until then;There is only the onoff
compressor switch on the side and the timer setting and the. If you move the unit, wait Also, dont
Wait at least 10 minutes.
http://jms-servisni.com/images/canon-mp530-manual.pdf
Last Apparently, you plug it in where the If you have a manual and can scan or mail January 1, 1978
by North American Folks are looking If you have the Folks are looking for them, so if you Folks are
looking for them, so if If you have one and can scan the manual to Folks are looking for them, so if I
found out that Salton has bought I looked at the Salton Or freeze half of the recipe, clean it, The
Wilton website says they no Heres what they say about their ice cream maker No salt, no ice, Its fun
for the whole family, even kids The ingredient Window The double liquidfilled walls The dual
purpose Presentation Bowl Discover the best ice cream youve ever If youd like to make a Just click
the button Those copying content from this website and publishing it will be vigorously legally
prosecuted. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Fill it with fresh ingredients from
the farmer’s market or grocery store and create a oneofakind treat that everyone will appreciate.Just
add your favorite ingredients, sit back and relax — youll be scooping delicious icecold desserts in no

time.Just add your favorite ingredients, sit back and relax — youll be scooping delicious icecold
desserts in no time. Smart design touches make Hamilton Beach ice cream makers easy to use, even
if youre a beginner.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Nick Scalfaro 1.
0 out of 5 stars As an engineer, I am perhaps more critical of bad design that some, but this is one of
the worst designed and engineered products I have ever seen. The stem square shaft in picture on
the dasher paddle inside the ice cream canister that holds still while the canister turns around it is
aluminum and too short. The stamped square receiver is also aluminum small cup in picture. After
ONE use the end of the stem is rounded off, the aluminum cup is rounded out and aluminum
shavings was in the ice cream. One use. And in that use, it didnt work properly because the ice
cream was not properly churned. Little to no air got blended in, which is essential to proper ice
cream texture. The motor appears very powerful, the housing durable, but for another dollar in
manufacturing costs this could possibly be a good product. If the dasher stem and the cup were
made of steel, this would probably work fine. But then the cup would have to be machined, not
stamped and that costs pennies. As it is, this is a piece of junk and needs to be avoided or you are
throwing away your money and probably wont get one batch of ice cream. I happen to have a dasher
from a previous ice cream maker that fits perfectly I think it was the Rival version, so beware of that
one as well. That dasher stem is steel, so Im going to make a steel cup to make this whole thing
usable, so unless you have your own lathe and milling machine and a spare dasher with a steel shaft,
stay away, far away.Quick easy homemade ice cream. I also didnt want to be divorced for buying one
more expensive kitchen gadget shortly after buying a very expensive mixer and then a food
processor. Two days later it arrived and we made our first gallon of ice cream. Took about 40
minutes from pouring ingredients to dishing it up. Fed a huge family with friends and some extra for
the freezer. We made four gallons the first week.
barrarioservicos.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/fileupload/server/content/files/1626bff4534d46---canon-mf6560-manual.pdf
Oh, and I should mention we eat ketogenic no sugar or grains and made some excellent sugar free
low carb ice cream that tastes better than even the sugary chemical filled junk from the store. Even
better, none of our guests had a clue that they were eating healthy ice cream. This little machine is a
win. I never would have imagined it would be this great for the low cost we paid.Heated that on the
stove except for vanilla just until sugar was dissolved. Pulled it off the stove, added the vanilla and
popped it in the fridge for about 6 hours. Then poured that mixture in the canister. Put the canister
in the bucket, put the paddle in, secured the lid and turned it on for a couple of minutes
recommended. My recipe only called for 3 cups of liquid, so this was a fairly small batch. Layered
like that until a couple of inches above where I felt the liquid would be in the canister. Let is run for
about 35 minutes and BINGO. It was PERFECT!! And WOW! Is it ever good! I will never buy store
bought again. Other reviewers have commented on the noise, well, it is after all a motor. Blenders
make noise, food processors make noise and in my opinion, the noise level from this machine is less
than that of a blender or food processor. I only gave it 4 stars because we will see how it holds up. I
could not be happier with how easy it is to use and the wonderful results you get. Great product.
UPDATE I had to update this review tonight. Its been about a year and I love this machine!! I
purchased this type without the canister you dont put in the freezer because I didnt want to use up
the space in my freezer all the time and even if you only out it in the freezer when you want to use it,
you have to wait for the bucket to freeze so you have to plan ahead. This little machine requires no
planning except it does take about 30 to 40 minutes to make ice cream. Since buying this machine
Ive not purchased Ive cream.

Ive made French Vanilla, Philadelphia style vanilla, strawberry, blackberry, chocolate and citrus
sherbet and they have all turned out beautiful. I picked blackberries last week and tonight made
blackberry. It was SO luscious!! You do have to be patient. Do not scrimp on the salt and ice. Do
yourself a favor and buy a big 50 pound bag of rock salt from the hardware store. I dont know why
but it seems to work better than the clean pretty rock salt you buy at the grocery store. It has finer
bits in it, maybe thats why. Make sure the liquid you it in it is well chilled. FOLLOW a recipe! Turn it
on and just let it churn until it shuts off, for me thats about 40 minutes. This is AWESOME! Highly
recommend it!! Youll wonder how you ate that scrappy commercial ice cream all these years!!
UPDATE it’s now Nov 2019 and I still have this ice cream maker and it’s still making ice cream
beautifully!! It’s one of the best kitchen purchases I’ve ever made. You can make ice cream exactly
how you like it.cutting down on fat Make the Philadelphia style. Cutting down on sugar. We cut the
sugar in half and still loved it. I cannot say enough great things about this little product!! Happy
churning!!Got a free warranty replacement from Hamilton Beach, it died in 8 months. Usage was
only once or twice a month. Both failed the same way. Starts making a grinding noise, then stops
churning, the motor continues to runs. Did some investigation,hoping for an easy fix. I found the
gears inside stripped. They are metal gears, but the teeth break under the load. The gears look large
enough, so I suspect cheap manufacturing methods. Too bad, works nice while it lasted.Ive made
plain vanilla I suppose I got my moneys worth but do some research, save your money and buy a
wellbuilt machine or buy one of these every 45 months. It worked good while it lasted.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again I took the plunge and my first batch of fresh mango ice
cream was a home run!.
The family just loved the freshness and quality, the ice cream will taste better than anything you can
buy instore.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I put in the ingredients and out
came ice cream. It is a bit noisy, but it is clear when the ice cream is finished churning. It was easy
to clean, and easy to operate. It is not easy to store though, that is why I only gave it 4 stars.Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again Ive had it for several months and its still chugging
along in spite of being very affordable. The taste of my ice cream has nothing to do with what they
sell in grocery stores and is sublime!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Willrow
Hood. google him!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It looks great and will serve
its purpose!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again El problema es que por alguna
razon se atora y es dificil volverla a hacer a andar. Como que tiene algun problema de alineacion, el
recipiente del centro como que se va de lado y pues el motor se atora.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Explore 0 Description Reviews This product is currently out of stock. Click here to
explore similar products. Need help Wed love to help you out.
See our disclaimer Features Hamilton Beach 4 Quart Capacity Ice Cream Maker Warning
proposition 65 reasonstitanium dioxide, other chemicals Specifications Features Locking Lid Brand
Hamilton Beach Manufacturer Part Number 68330N Manufacturer Hamilton Beach Model 68330N
Assembled Product Weight 5.2 lbs Assembled Product Dimensions L x W x H 10.90 x 12.30 x 15.10
Inches Warranty Most items come with a limited manufacturer’s warranty. The addition of a
Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Walmart Protection Plans
cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for products, as well as covering delivery charges for
the exchange. You can view your Walmart Protection Plan after your purchase in the Walmart
Protection Plan Hub. Warranty Information One1 Year Warranty Customer Reviews 4.5 Average

Rating 4.5 out of 5 stars 101 reviews 5 stars 70 4 stars 21 3 stars 2 2 stars 3 1 star 5 See all reviews
Write a review Most helpful positive review Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Careless quaity control
Canister has serious dent at rim, not like it was dropped but rather it was struck by something.
Didnt happen during shipping as nothing else was disturbed. Careless quality at manufacturing end.
Very obvious but was packed anyway. Havent tried yet, but am sure other then perhaps some
leakage at dent where the lid snaps on, it should be ok. See more VS Most helpful negative review
Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars I got to use this 2 times before it stopped working. The one I had
before was almost as bad. I got to use it 3 times. Dont waste your money. See more VS Most helpful
positive review Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Careless quaity control Canister has serious dent at
rim, not like it was dropped but rather it was struck by something. Didnt happen during shipping as
nothing else was disturbed. Careless quality at manufacturing end. Very obvious but was packed
anyway.
Havent tried yet, but am sure other then perhaps some leakage at dent where the lid snaps on, it
should be ok. Most helpful negative review Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars I got to use this 2 times
before it stopped working. The one I had before was almost as bad. I got to use it 3 times. Dont
waste your money. Canister has serious dent at rim, not like it was dropped but rather it was struck
by something. Didnt happen during shipping as nothing else was disturbed. Careless quality at
manufacturing end. Very obvious but was packed anyway. Havent tried yet, but am sure other then
perhaps some leakage at dent where the lid snaps on, it should be ok. See more I got to use this 2
times before it stopped working. The one I had before was almost as bad. I got to use it 3 times.
Dont waste your money. See more Frequent mentions Ice cream 11 Usage 10 Taste 4 Recipes 3
Freezer 3 Family 3 Cleaning 3 Value 2 See more 110 of 101 reviews Most relevant Most helpful
Newest to oldest Oldest to newest High to low rating Low to high rating Sort by Average Rating 5.0
out of 5 stars Just What I Wanted. Our old Rival ice cream makers motor started really slowing
down, so I saw this online and it is pretty much like our old one. It works very well! It was a good
price, too. See more Goddess50, July 15, 2014 Verified purchaser 26 4 Average Rating 5.0 out of 5
stars FirstRate ice cream maker We wore out the first ice cream maker that wed had for years. Then
we bought one of the cutesie makers in the Walmart store that the bottom looked like an ice cream
cone. It was so flimsy that the motor would pop out of the bucket latches every few minutes. For that
reason, we only used it twice. So I went on the hunt at Walmart.com for a maker like our old one
with the thick, sturdy bucket. This one by Hamilton Beach had great reviews, so I tried it. YES! Very
heavy duty ice cream maker that works great. Shipping from Walmart.
com to my home was very reasonable and much faster than the estimated delivery date. Im very
happy with this ice cream maker and surely recommend it. So I was on the hunt for a new one.
There arent too many 6 quart ones out there so I decided to go for a 4 quart one. I checked reviews
on the top 10 makers and this one was in it. I read peoples reviews and decided this was the one for
me. The only down side is that it is noisy like my last one but that was told in the reviews. Made two
batches the first time and it worked perfectly. It might take about 5 minutes longer than the rival but
I can live with that. We will see if it lasts 21 years like the Rival did. I bought the 2 year plan just in
case. See more Mammie, July 2, 2016 Verified purchaser 10 4 Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars
Great Little Freezer I was looking for a small easy to use ice cream freezer. This little guy fit in my
kitchen sink and made thick and creamy frozen yogurt. I regularly use a 6 qt.This one was also
priced right! I made my yogurt, packed it in ice and let it set in the sink for an hour, I was surprised
how firm it was. Cant wait to try more recipes. See more OneTexasShopper, September 9, 2014
Verified purchaser 3 0 Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Wowzers!! It came in great shape and
exceeded my expectations when I received it. The only thing is I want to buy more units and
supplys!!! See more Darin, June 27, 2020 Verified purchaser 0 0 Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars
Careless quaity control Canister has serious dent at rim, not like it was dropped but rather it was
struck by something. Didnt happen during shipping as nothing else was disturbed. Careless quality

at manufacturing end. Very obvious but was packed anyway. Havent tried yet, but am sure other
then perhaps some leakage at dent where the lid snaps on, it should be ok. See more Carol, June 21,
2020 0 0 Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Good ice cream maker This is a pretty good ice cream
maker.
Ive had it a week and already made two batches of ice cream. Theres nothing particularly special
about it. Put your mix into the canister and put that into the ice bucket. Load the bucket with ice,
sprinkle the ice liberally with ice cream salt, attach the motor and turn it on. After a half hour or so
youll have ice cream. The motor isnt quiet, so we put it in the bathroom and close the door while its
running. Price is a bit lower for this model than for similar products. See more hammettt, May 11,
2014 Verified purchaser 29 4 Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Good starter ice cream machine The
ice cream maker was a gift. Assembly took a couple of tries to get in the proper grooves and the ice
cream churns longer than indicated on the box. Liked that the machine turned off when ice cream
was churned. The finished product had a great taste but was a little soft. Next time will let it sit in
the machine for an additional time to let it harden up. Look forward to using again and again. All the
recipes included required that a custard be prepared prior to use.See more hegu, February 23, 2014
Verified purchaser 6 2 Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Good price I like the size but the cord is so
short. Had to use extension cord from the sink where I churn to the plug See more Lisa, May 16,
2020 0 0 Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Misleading description It is a very good ice cream maker.
The problem is, it does not make 4 quarts, it only makes 2. Its the outer tub for the ice that is 4
quarts. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about pricing,
delivery or other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly.Ice cream
canister for this unit is aluminum.Had to make the custard then let it cool before putting in machine
to churn. Then the churning process took a lot longer than the 30 minutes the recipe indicated and
was still soft at the end.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69642

